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ABSTRACT

Following the 2008 economic crisis, there was a reassessment of the cross-border flow of capital and the policies that affect that capital. First, large, and volatile capital flows have created tensions between macroeconomic and financial stability. Second, investors’ appetite for risk declines after the recent economic crisis. Various analyses show that this trend was reversed by 2014, with emerging and developing economies accounting for just under 60% of world GDP, while the share of advanced economies was just over 40%. In this paper, we analyse the flow of capital in modern cash flows, following the example of large financial systems. The aim of this paper is to determine how cash flows have moved from the world wars until today through financial institutions, and with the help of financial instruments.
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INTRODUCTION

To get better understanding of monetary and financial flows we need to clarify what is global financial system and how does it function. Global financial system is system of frameworks, markets, institutions, and instruments that together facilitate international flows of financial capital [1]. We need to explain which markets, institutions, and instruments we mean by these and what are their jurisdictions.

Firstly, we will describe markets. The financial market is defined as an institution or arrangement that facilitates the purchase and sale of goods, services, and other items [2]. Financial market is an institution that facilitates the exchange of financial assets [2]. Baye distinguish three most basic types of markets: debt, equity, and financial services market. According to him in the debt market lenders provide funds for borrowers for predefined amount of time. In return borrower agrees to pay back same amount of money to lender, plus interest rate. Usually, individuals use debt markets to acquire money for purchase of houses, cars etc [3]. In terms of corporate borrowers, they use loans to obtain new equipment or to buy working capital. State and local governments use borrowing to finance various public projects and other expenditures. Equity markets facilitate trade of tangible asset like houses and stocks. New houses and stocks are sold on primary markets, while existing houses and stocks are sold on secondary equity market.
LITERATURE REVIEW

Monetary and financial flows are subject of academic attention for more than a century now. Just few years after First World War, Great Depression happened and according to IMF countries tried to shore up their failing economies by rising custom tariffs, depreciating their currencies, and forbidding its citizens to hold foreign currencies. World trade and living standards sharply declined in many countries during the period under review [4]. It is important to remember that Adam Smith in 1776 published “Wealth of nations” and argued that national wealth is not improved by stockpiling goods but rather trade [5].

Economic openness and international trade are important same as possibility to produce [6]. The Great Depression was one more setback for economic openness, but in the dawn of the Second World War world policy makers have again started to work on this issue in attempt to rebuild international economy [7]. In 1945, in United States of America, United Nations has held a conference known as Monetary and Financial conference. After deliberation among representatives, Breton Woods’s system has been presented. The plan involved nations agreement to system of fixed, but adjustable exchange rates. Result of this conference was that 44 nations have agreed on framework of the system and signed a document which included set of rules, institutions, and procedures to regulate international monetary system [8]. Two major institutions were created in the process, and those are International Monetary Fund and International Bank for Reconstruction and Development. This system lasted until 1971, when President Richard Nixon announced suspension of dollar convertibility into gold.

According to IMF’s article, attempt to revive same system has failed [9]. Since the collapse of this system IMF members were free to use any system that is not currency value connected to gold. New system allowed possibilities of currency value to flow, adopting another country currency, joining currency block, or creating monetary union. Opposite the fears that after Breton Woods system fail period of rapid growth will end, the transition went very well and floating exchange rate facilitated adjustments to external shocks ever since. According to the same article, the IMF has introduced lending instruments to help the countries who had problems with payment balances to solve current problems [9].

The fall of Berlin wall and dissolution of Soviet Union have enabled IMF to become universal institution [10]. According to next IMF’s article, global capital flows fluctuated between 2% and 6% of world GDP in period from 1980 to 1995 [11]. As a result of financial integration process, capital flows have increased considerably. In academic circles, there is still a debate on potential benefits and risks of this integration. According to data published by McKinsey Global Institut, capital flow reached its maximum with rising to 20.7% of World GDP in 2007 and soaring after Economic crisis in 2008 [12].

Years of rapid financial integration made world economy more integrated than ever. New technologies, including electronic banking, made access to financial markets easier than ever and raised cross-border capital flow to historically highest level [13]. But after the financial crisis capital flows decreased and this caused financial integration to reverse [14], [15]. Cross border capital flows decreased by 60% [12].

![Capital crash as percentage of global GDP in early 200s](source: [12])
RESEARCH RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Financial services market allows to companies or individuals to purchase financial services. Examples of these services are usage of ATM transactions, brokerage services etc. Secondly, we will write about institutions. In economics, financial institutions are institutions that provide financial services for its clients. Depository and no depository institutions both serve financial markets [16]. Depository institutions accept deposits from individuals and firms and use them as funds to participate at debt market by creating loans or purchasing debt instruments like bonds and treasury bills. Commercial banks are largest and the most important depository institutions. Main source of their funds are deposits. They have various functions on the markets, including financial intermediation and selling insurance. Mutual funds sell shares to investors and invest their capital in wide choice of assets. In return investors receive earnings from these assets. Insurance companies protect individual from risks. Life insurance companies accept payments from individuals in exchange for contracted payments in the event of the insured’s death. Pension funds provide income for people who retire. They can be state or private owned.

Brokerage firms connect buyers and sellers of financial assets. Furthermore, it is important to explain several other institutions. First important institution we need to explain is International Monetary Fund. According to available data from official site, IMF is an international organization that provides financial assistance and advice to member countries [17]. According to their presentation, the IMF’s primary purpose is to ensure stability of international monetary system, the system of exchange rates and international payments that enables countries, and their residents, to transact with each other. These goals are to archive the IMF advice its members on macroeconomic policies, exchange rate, government’s budget, and money and credit management. The IMF also assess financial sector of the country and its regulatory policies, structural policies and additionally may offer financial assistance to nations who need to correct balance payments. Therefore, the IMF oversees maintaining and supporting economic growth and high level of employment. Based on cases of Tanzania and Jordan we can conclude that the IMF had mixed results approach to countries problem solving. But on the level of international financial flows, we can conclude that the IMF has served its purpose and it has been very useful. In 2015 total lending maximum was reached in 2012 with loans value standing at 99.7 billion USD [18].

Second important institution is the World Bank. According to available data from official site, World Bank Group was established in 1944 to rebuild post war Europe under the International Bank for Reconstruction and Development. Today the World Bank is international institution that fights poverty [19]. They offer development assistance to middle and low-income countries. By giving loans and advising both public and private sector they are trying to help countries to fight poverty. The bank encourages its clients to implement policies that support sustainable growth, health, education, and social development. Third important institution is central bank. Central bank is institution that is responsible for emission, regulation of monetary and loans flows in every country [20]. Goals of every central bank are stability of exchange rates, prices, and market. Most important tasks of central bank are to implement monetary policy, to govern foreign exchange reserves and to oversee payment balances [21]. Today financial system is consisted of domestic oriented policies, and each country central bank first takes care of price stability.
allowing currency value to flow. Majority of countries allow free flow of currencies, although some countries still impose restrictions. Monetary systems of different countries correspond indirectly through responses to each other’s policies. It is often the case that central banks set up their policies while watching the policies introduced by the ECB or FED. ECB is independent monetary institution which has a role of central bank for countries which are part of European Monetary Union.

The FED is central bank of United States of America. FED is conducting national monetary policy, supervising, and regulating banks and other important financial institutions to preserve stability of prices. The following figure shows movement of ECB interest rate in previous decade.

Thirdly, we will talk about instruments. Financial instruments are defined as any contract that gives rise to a financial asset of one entity and a financial liability or equity instrument to another entity [23].

These instruments can be cash or derivative instruments. Financial instruments can act as a mean of payment [24]. Money market instruments which are the most liquid is traded in money market. In this group, it is important to mention commercial paper, treasury bills, Eurodollars, and federal funds. Next important set of instruments are capital market instruments. In contrast to money market instruments capital market instruments have maturities of more than one year, which includes corporate stocks, corporate bonds, mortgages, consumer and commercial loans and municipal bonds. Important group of instruments are international financial instruments [25]. Tremendous growth has occurred in international financial instruments in recent years. In following figure, we can see the graph of long-term interest rates movement in Germany.

From the graph we can conclude that interest rates have significantly decreased since 1980. In 1980 interest rates were high as 11.4% in USA, and 8.5% in Germany. In long run we can see also that in 2015 they were around 1.9% and 0.3% respectively. Future of current environment might go to extent where interest rates could be in negative zone. Also, it is very important to note that different countries have different maturities.
Fourthly, we will talk about capital flow. Capital flow to emerging markets is known as volatile and pro-cycle [26]. Huge inflow of foreign capital cycle has been often accompanied with their subsequent leave. For a developing-successful country one of the key requirements for development is low cost of money borrowing. Motive for foreign investors to invest in developing countries is bigger interest rate.

With higher risks higher interest comes, since developed countries are marked as safer for investment interest rates are lower. This results in situation that investors from rich countries invest in developing countries because of lower index of security which results in higher interest rates. It is important to note that investors’ appetite for risk is declining after the last crisis. To attract investor’s countries must integrate, for this some basic requirements must be fulfilled, like having functional financial system, being part of international institutions, banking sector etc. Reason for this is that investors need certain degree of security and ways of financial flows to transfer their resources. Development of electronic banking in recent years has made this process much easier. In Policy recommendation from 2015 global GDP based on purchasing-power-parity basis provides evidence of emerging market economies performance [27]. In 1980 more than 65% of world GDP was created in advanced economies, while emerging and developing economies had less than 35%. By 2014 that trend has reversed and emerging and developing economies took a little less than 60% of world GDP, while advanced economies share was a little more than 40%. According to same study this gap will increase in future years in favour of emerging and developing economies.

CONCLUSION

Capital flow can rise challenges for policy makers [27]. For developing economies this kind of capital inflow can lead to appreciation of real exchange rate. This was found as one of important causes of financial crisis [28]. Furthermore, capital flows can complicate macroeconomic management and undermine monetary policy independence even when exchange rates are flexible [29]. To summarize, large and
volatile capital flows can create a tension between macroeconomic stabilization and financial stability. Capital inflow can affect various financial variables including leverage, debt, risk-taking, real estate, credit spreads etc. This can lead to macro disturbances. As the graphs show the emerging markets were much more resilient to impact of crisis in early stage of the crisis. After 2008 capital inflow in emerging markets recovered quickly and reached near levels before crisis, but recent data shows that they are declining. Foreign direct investment remained below its long-term average for last three years. The decline in net capital inflow has been influenced by EME currencies trend of weakening [30]. In last two years, we have witnessed rising of dollar value, but since the beginning of the 2016 EME currencies have started to recover loses [31]. Based on this we can notice that developing countries and emerging markets will face challenges in terms of designing economic policies that will secure benefits of capital inflow and reduce the vulnerability to their withdrawal.

Finally, we can conclude that the economic crisis of 2008 showed a close link between the crisis and the decline in the level of economic globalization in the world. In addition to actual trade flows and foreign investment, it also covers the extent to which a country restricts capital and trade flows [32].
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